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Overview

+ Brief review of the circumstances and guidelines for distance learning 
including:

- Initial Emergent Requirements;

- Governor mandated extension of closure;

- Health Related Closure Update;

− Instructional Planning Process;

− Technology distribution;

− Food distribution;

− Mental Health Support

- Survey Results 

− Parents & Students

− Next steps
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The purpose of the brief review is to bring the public up to date with our 
Distance Learning Methodology including:



Initial Emergent Response

+ Beginning on February 3, 2020 we began to share 
information digitally with families on what we were learning 
about COVID-19
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In February 2020, we began to shift our Monthly Digital 
Newsletter from a focus of Departmental Updates to a Weekly 
Update of the Novel COVID 19 Coronavirus.



Initial Emergent Response
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+ We continued to share information with both the 
community and the staff.  Including CDC protocols and age 
appropriate ways for parents to speak with their children 
about COVID-19.



Initial Emergent Response
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+ As the concern for health and safety began to grow we 
established communication protocols with our local health 
departments and began to give more specific direction for 
what symptoms are and what to do in our schools if anyone 
has them.



Initial Emergent Response
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+ As concern grew exponentially around this matter, we made 
the decision to utilize two (2) our unused inclement weather 
days March 16th and 17th to prepare for a two week closure 
thru March 27th.



Distance Learning/Emergency Closure Planning-

+ When it was determined that we would be closing for a two 
(2) week emergency the immediate concern was for the 
health, safety and education of our students. 

+ It became an ‘all-hands on deck’ approach. Our Curriculum 
and instruction Department with Director Bodnar and the 
Academic Supervisors organized themselves by curricular 
areas and began working with teachers to establish 
consistent shared lesson planning as well as Google 
Classrooms by grade level and school.

+ Once lesson planning was moving forward we also began to 
plan for distribution of hard copies for any families who were 
not digitally able to access their Google Classroom.

Curriculum and Instruction



Distance Learning/Emergency Closure Planning-

+ Columbia High School students with their multitude of class 
schedule possibilities were the early priority for Chromebook 
distribution. 

+ Early Childhood Education, Special Services and Related 
Services were of course also a very high priority. 

Curriculum and Instruction



Initial Emergent Response
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+ We provided a live digital frequently asked question (FAQ) 
document that answered questions such as-
- How do you access the activities?
- Where do you pick up materials?
- How is attendance taken etc.



Extended Closure Response
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+ It became apparent after conversations with our County 
State and Local officials that our two (2) week closure would 
be extended. That circumstance necessitated a need to add 
more formal framing around the expectation of distance 
learning. Including more formal guidelines, schedules, 
grading, etc. to that end on March 26, 2020.



Extended Closure Response
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be extended. That circumstance necessitated a need to add 
more formal framing around the expectation of distance 
learning. Including more formal guidelines, schedules, 
grading, etc. to that end on March 26, 2020.



Extended Closure Response
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+ On April 7, 2020 Governor Murphy announced that schools 
would remain closed indefinitely.  We also understood the 
mental health strain that these circumstances were having 
on all of us. So on April 4th we dedicated our weekly 
communication to this very important topic.



Extended Closure Response
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+ One of the biggest concern expressed by many families was 
trepidation around our grading system and how it could 
harm students if expectations were not thoughtful. On May 
4, 2020 we offered this document to the relief of many.



Extended Closure Response
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+ The New Jersey Department of Education required that 
Districts submit an Extended Health Closure Plan that 
memorialized the District’s planning for the rest of the 
2019-2020 school year. 



Extended Closure Response
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+ One of the highlighted areas of this mandated submission 
focused on how the District continued to provide 
opportunities for nourishment to our students. Throughout 
this crisis Ms. Patricia Johnson and her team have provided 
nutritious hot meals to hundreds of students daily. In some 
cases we deliver to the homes of families in need. 



Extended Closure Response
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+ One of the highlighted areas of this mandated submission 
focused on how the District continued to provide 
opportunities for nourishment to our students. Our 
Parenting Center has leveraged its resources to offer tens of 
thousands of dollars in food security support to families in 
our District.



Extended Closure Response
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+ Another area to be briefly highlighted is our report of our 
digital divide. We have issued close to 1,000 Chromebooks 
and purchased $25,000 worth of hotspots with the 
assistance of our Partners at Achieve and the Parenting 
Center. As of May 21, 2020 the following represent the 
demographics of those families who responded to our 
survey and were issued a device.





Extended Closure Response
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+ Another area to be briefly highlighted is our report of our 
digital divide. We have issued close to 1,000 Chromebooks 
and purchased $25,000 worth of hotspots with the 
assistance of our Partners at Achieve and the Parenting 
Center. As of May 21, 2020 the following represent the 
demographics of those families who responded to our 
survey regarding connectivity to the internet.
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Surveys



Surveys

To review our practices and plan to improve we have surveyed our 
community. Our first survey was sent to our parents and CHS Students
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Surveys Continued...

CHS Student Leadership Reached out to me and Dr. Morgan regarding the 
District Supporting their own survey on this issue. We were glad to 
support them.
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Plans for the 2020-2021 
School Year



Latest Communication...

On May 22nd and June 12th in our weekly newsletter we shared some of 
our intent for the 2020-2021 school year if distance learning is necessary. 



In preparation for the possibility of distance learning being required 
in the 2021 school year...
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Specifically...

• Age appropriate live 
digital instruction will 
be mandated for all. 

We have been assessing 
digital platforms and have 
earmarked a significant 
budget line for the 
procurement of a new 
Learning Management 
System via bid by the July 
2020 BOE meeting.



In preparation for the possibility of distance learning being required 
in the 2021 school year...
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Specifically...

• Age appropriate live 
digital instruction will 
be mandated for all. 

We have been reviewing 
digital platforms over the last 
few months to ascertain what 
is needed to provide the 
optimum learning experience 
for our students and teachers. 
This includes age appropriate 
modifications as well as 
reporting capabilities for 
extended accountability.

Parameters around ‘what 
participation mandates look 
like’ for different grade levels 
and courses are also being 
finalized.



In preparation for the possibility of distance learning being required 
in the 2021 school year...
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Specifically...

• Age appropriate live 
digital instruction will 
be mandated for all. 

Our Summer Offerings ESY, 
CHS Summer School etc. 
will have mandatory live 
instruction occurring. 

Our CHS respondents 
confirmed that many are 
already experiencing this 
type of instruction however 
consistency is an obvious 
challenge.



In preparation for the possibility of distance learning being required 
in the 2021 school year...
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Specifically...

• We are preparing for 
traditional, hybrid and 
distant learning 
scenarios. While this 
may be determined by 
the NJDOE later in the 
summer we are 
preparing to make the 
decision if need be.

We have performed a wide 
ranging literacy review of 
possible hybrid 
methodology (including 
international designs).
Some of the hybrid designs 
being considered are-

○ A week/B week;
○ Split session days (3 

hrs.);
○ 20%/80%;
○ 25%/75%; and,
○ 4 day/10 day.



In preparation for the possibility of distance learning being required 
in the 2021 school year...
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Specifically...

• We are preparing for 
traditional, hybrid and 
distant learning 
scenarios. While this 
may be determined by 
the NJDOE later in the 
summer we are 
preparing to make the 
decision if need be.

Hybrid Operational Example-

Based on a 25% building occupancy the additional 
positions are needed. 

● 48 people for wellness checks, contact tracing 
and bus duty

● 18 transportation aides
● 9 custodians
● 2 cloth reusable masks for each employee and 

student. If people lose them or require 
replacements, the district will have to charge. 
Too costly to supply disposable masks to 
everyone every day. Just the staff would cost 
3.5 million if we did this. These are ordered and 
have volunteers supplying as well.

● 2 face shields for each staff members 
(volunteers supplying)

● sanitation wipes for all classrooms 
● HEPA filters for room vents
● contactless thermometers (ordered and some are 

in)



In preparation for the possibility of distance learning being required 
in the 2021 school year...
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Specifically...

• We are also reviewing 
the detailed guidance 
regarding Athletics 
which includes...

● Guidance shows we need a person to 
perform the daily health screenings. They 
cannot be a coach. This will be an extra 
expense.

● Guidance also states the district needs to 
have the bathrooms disinfected. This will 
be an increase in custodial services.

● The district may have to plan on re 
appropriating funds to cover the additional 
expenses.
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Other Distance Learning Preparation….

We have requested that the Board approve 
our 11 month Academic Supervisors to 
work during the month of July to assist in 
C&I distance learning design and 
professional development. We have also 
asked the BOE to allow for the carry over 
for vacation leave that exceed contractual 
limits for 12 month employees to allow for 
extended preparation.

We have budgeted a substantial amount of 
funds for teacher professional development 
to occur prior to school. The training will be 
3rd party provided and focus on our new 
distance learning platform as well as a  
Google GSuite for Education. 

We are deeply immersed in the operational 
scenarios and costs that surround hybrid 
models including-temperature taking 
protocols, transportation modifications, 
deep cleaning schedules, modifications of 
extra-curricular activities, 
classroom/furniture modifications, 
dissemination of PPEs, Nursing protocols, 
etc.

Lastly, we are forming a Task Force. It is 
made up of our SLT Members, as well as our 
Academic Supervisors, Principals and 
Teacher representatives. The Task Force will 
be focusing on the previously mentioned 
items separated into subgroups based on the 
component area design of our previously 
discussed NJDOE closure document, i.e. 
Instruction, SPED, ELL, Attendance, Facility, 
etc. Understanding that the 
NJDOE/Governor’s Executive Order take 
precedence.
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Please visit our COVID-19 
Designated Webpage for 

the latest updates.

https://www.somsd.k12.nj.us/coronavirusupdates


